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ABSTRACT

There are two main classes of small nucleolar RNAs
(snoRNAs): the box C/D snoRNAs and the box H/
ACA snoRNAs that function as guide RNAs to
direct sequence-specific modification of rRNA pre-
cursors and other nucleolar RNA targets. A previous
computational and biochemical analysis revealed a
possible evolutionary relationship between miRNA
precursors and some box H/ACA snoRNAs. Here,
we investigate a similar evolutionary relationship
between a subset of miRNA precursors and box C/
D snoRNAs. Computational analyses identified 84
intronic miRNAs that are encoded within either box
C/D snoRNAs, or in precursors showing similarity to
box C/D snoRNAs. Predictions of the folded struc-
tures of these box C/D snoRNA-like miRNA precur-
sors resemble the structures of known box C/D
snoRNAs, with the boxes C and D often in close
proximity in the folded molecule. All five box C/D
snoRNA-like miRNA precursors tested (miR-27b,
miR-16-1, mir-28, miR-31 and let-7g) bind to
fibrillarin, a specific protein component of functional
box C/D snoRNP complexes. The data suggest that
a subset of small regulatory RNAs may have evolved
from box C/D snoRNAs.

INTRODUCTION

Micro RNAs (miRNAs) are a family of short regulatory
RNAs that post-transcriptionally regulate gene expression.
In mammals, miRNAs have been found to perform their
regulatory function mainly by translation inhibition of
protein coding transcripts through base pairing to specific
target sequences in the 30-untranslated regions (UTRs) (1).

While a subset of miRNAs are encoded in independent
transcription units, many miRNAs are encoded in
introns of protein-coding genes and are co-expressed
with these host genes (2–4). Mature miRNAs are small
RNAs of �22 nt in length that are processed out of
�70 nt-long hairpin structures (called pre-miRNAs) (5).
The canonical miRNA biogenesis pathway involves
either excision of the miRNA precursors from the
introns of their host gene transcripts or transcription
from independent units, both followed by processing by
the microprocessor complex in the nucleus, export to the
cytoplasm and further processing by a dicer-containing
complex (2–4). However, recent reports have identified
several different non-canonical miRNA processing
pathways (6–9). In particular, several groups have
recently reported miRNAs and miRNA-like molecules
derived from small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), some
of which have been immunoprecipitated with Ago
proteins, functional protein interactors of mature
miRNAs (7,8,10,11).
snoRNAs are a family of conserved nuclear RNAs

concentrated in nucleoli where they either function in
the modification of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) or partici-
pate in the processing of rRNA during ribosome subunit
synthesis (12–15). Most snoRNAs have been found to be
encoded in the introns of protein-coding genes (16).
snoRNAs are processed out of these introns and carry
out their function in complex with specific protein
interactors, forming ribonucleoprotein complexes
referred to as snoRNPs. Two main classes of snoRNAs
have been identified: the box C/D snoRNAs and the box
H/ACA snoRNAs, both of which serve as guide RNAs
complementary to specific target sequences mainly in
rRNA precursors. Box C/D snoRNAs catalyse 20-O-
ribose methylation and box H/ACA snoRNAs guide
psuedouridine modifications.
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Box C/D snoRNAs are characterized by the presence of
conserved C and D sequence boxes that typically come
into contact in the folded molecule and serve as a
binding site for box C/D snoRNP proteins, including
NOP56, NOP58, 15.5K and the highly conserved protein
fibrillarin, which carries out the specific 20-O-methylation.
The guide sequence with complementarity to the target is
located immediately 50 to the box D or D0 region (e.g. see
Figure 1). Several box C/D snoRNAs and a subset of their
target sites in rRNA are conserved from yeast through to
mammalian cells. However, numerous orphan box C/D
snoRNAs have been identified that do not encode a
region of complementarity to rRNA (17).
Through systematic investigation of human miRNAs,

we have recently reported that a subset of miRNA precur-
sors have box H/ACA snoRNA features, both in their
primary and secondary structure as well as in the
genomic region in which they are encoded. Five of these
miRNA precursors show functional box H/ACA snoRNA
characteristics by binding to dyskerin, a conserved protein
component of the box H/ACA snoRNPs. This led us to
propose an evolutionary relationship between miRNAs
and snoRNAs, in which a subset of snoRNAs would
have evolved to serve as precursors of miRNAs (10).
snoRNAs have been characterized as mobile genetic
elements with the capacity to copy themselves to other
genomic locations (18,19), thus providing large numbers
of potential miRNA-like precursors. Such copies of
snoRNAs have been coined snoRTs [snoRNA
retroposons, by Weber (18)]. Recent reports provide
further complementary evidence supporting this hypoth-
esis, including the discovery of nucleolar miRNAs (20)
and the description of small miRNA size fragments
derived from snoRNAs (11,21). In addition, we have
recently described a family of closely related snoRNAs,
the HBII-180s, which show typical features of box C/D
snoRNAs but also contain a region of �20 nt with almost
perfect complementarity to endogenous pre-mRNA se-
quences, termed the M-box (22). Although the detailed
mechanism and relationship between the M-box sequences
and the endogenous target RNAs to which they are
complementary has not yet been characterized, we

demonstrated that by altering the M-box region to make
it complementary to selected target genes it is possible to
suppress target gene mRNA and protein levels (22). This
provides a knockdown vector system called snoMEN
(snoRNA modulator of gene expression). Here, we show
that RNA fragments corresponding to the M-box regions
of HBII-180 snoRNAs can be generated from the precur-
sor box C/D snoRNAs. Using an in-house algorithm,
whose design is based on sequences of snoMEN mol-
ecules, as well as sequences of box C/D snoRNAs
known to produce miRNA-like fragments, we addressed
the broader relationship between box C/D snoRNAs and
known miRNA precursors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNase protection assay

RNase protection assay was performed by using
mirVanaTM miRNA Detection Kit (Ambion). Full-
length HBII-180C snoRNA was 32P labelled according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Labelled probes were
mixed with HeLa cell total RNA and RNase treatment
was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Northern and high sensitivity RNA blot analysis

HeLa cell extracts were fractionated using sucrose gradi-
ents, as previously described (23–25). Total HeLa cell
RNA and RNA from separate cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic
and nucleolar fractions was isolated using the TRIzol
method, with DNase I treatment, according to the manu-
facturer’s protocol (Invitrogen). Equal amounts of RNA
from each sample were separated by 8M urea polyacryl-
amide denaturing gel electrophoresis in 1� TBE buffer
and the RNA transferred onto nylon membrane
(Hybond-N; Amersham) by electro blotting. After UV
or chemical cross-linking, the membrane was hybridized
with 32P 50-end labelled oligoribonucleotide probes specific
for the following RNA species:

(HBII-239_mir-768: 50-AGCAGUUUGAGUGUCAG
CAUUG-30,

Figure 1. Predicted secondary structure of the human HBII-180 box C/D snoRNAs. The characteristic features of members of the box C/D
HBII-180 family are shown. Conserved C and D motifs are indicated by orange and cyan boxes/lines, respectively. The positions of rRNA com-
plementary sequence are indicated by a green bar. The positions of M-box regions which can be altered to modulate target gene expression (snoMEN
vector) (22) are indicated by a blue bar.
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hsa-mir-16-1: 50-CGCCAAUAUUUACGUGCUGCU
A-30,
hsa-mir-27b: 50-GCAGAACUUAGCCACUGUGAA-30,
hsa-mir-31: 50-CAGCUAUGCCAGCAUCUUGCCU-30,
HBII-180A: 50-GGGCACCGUGUCCUCAGUGGC
A-30,
HBII-180B: 50-GUGCACCGUGUCCUCAGGGGCA-30,
HBII-180C: 50-GUGCACUGUGUCCUCAGGGGUG-30,
tRNA-Ile 50-UGGUGGCCCGUACGGGGAUCGA-30,
HBII-180C-boxD region: 50-CCCUCAGACCCCCAG
GUGUCA-30)

and for DNA species:

(U3: 50-CCGTATTGGGGAGTGAGAGGGAGAGA
ACGCGGTCTGAGTG-30,
U2: 50-GGAGCAGGGAGATGGAATAGGAGCTT
GCTCCGTCCACTCC-30,
18S rRNA: 50-ATCTTTGAGACAAGCATATGC
TACTGGCAGGATCAACCAGGTA-30). High sensi-
tivity RNA blots were prepared as previously
described (26).

Immunoprecipitation and quantitative RT-PCR

Immunoprecipitations were prepared as previously
described (27,28). Nuclear lysates were prepared from
HeLaYFP-Fibrillarin (29) and HeLaGFP (27) stable cell
lines. Purified nuclei were resuspended in RIPA buffer to
solubilize proteins. Fluorescence proteins were immuno-
precipitated using anti-GFP monoclonal antibody
(Roche) covalently coupled to protein G-Sepharose, as
previously described. Samples were divided in to two
and for input samples RNA was isolated from one half
of each nuclear lysate. RNA was isolated by the TRIzol
method with DNase I treatment, according to manufac-
turer’s instruction (Invitrogen). RT–PCR was performed
to detect immunoprecipitated RNAs. Reverse transcrip-
tion and PCR were performed with the following
gene-specific primers:

U3: 50-AGAGGTAGCGTTTTCTCCTGAGCG-30

and 50-ACCACTCAGACCGCGTTCTC-30;
pre-GAPDH: 50-CGCATCTTCTTTTGCGTCGCCA
G-30 and 50-GGTCAATGAAGGGGTCATTGATGG
C-30,
U1: 50-TACCTGGCAGGGGAGATACCATGATC-30

and 50-GCAGTCGAGTTTCCCACATTTGGGG-30;
5S: 50-ACGCGCCCGATCTCGTCTGAT-30 and
50-GCCTACAGCACCCGGTATTCCC-30;
E2: 50-GGAGTTGAGGCTACTGACTGGC-30 and
50-CCACTCATTGGGCCAGAGACCC-30;
HBII-239 (hsa-miR-768 precursor): 50-AGGATGAAA
GTACGGAGTGAT-30 and 50-TCAGCAGTTTGAG
TGTCAGCA-30;
hsa-let-7g precursor: 50-CGCTCCGTTTCCTTTTGC
CTG-30 and 50-TACAGTTATCTCCTGTACCGG-30;
hsa-miR16-1 precursor: 50-CTTATGATAGCAATGT
CAGCAGT-30 and 50-GATAATTTTAGAATCTTAA
CGCC-30;

hsa-miR27b precursor: 50-GTGATTGGTTTCCGCTT
TGTTCA-30 and 50-CCCATCTCACCTTCTCTTCAG
GT-30;
hsa-miR28 precursor: 50-TGAGTTACCTTTCTGACT
TTCCC-30 and 50-TCAGATGAACGAAAGTGC
CTGC-30;
hsa-miR31 precursor: 50-TGAATAGTCATAGTATT
CTCC-30 and 50-CAGGTTCCCAGTTCAACAGCTA
T-30] using the SuperScript one-step RT-PCR kit
(Invitrogen). To decide linearity of cycles, we used
real time PCR using the Superscript III Platinum
SYBR Green one-step qRT-PCR Kit (Invitrogen)
and Rotor-Gene RG-3000 system (Corbett Research).
The same amount of RNA for input and immunopre-
cipitated RNA (IP) was used as templates for RT-PCR
reactions. Each experiment was repeated three times
independently.

Scoring of the box C/D snoRNA features

To determine whether known human snoRNAs and
miRNAs overlap in the genome, the genomic position of
miRNAs and snoRNAs was retrieved from the UCSC
Genome Browser (30), wgRNA table (17,31) from the
March 2006 assembly of the human genome. Using a
genetic algorithm described below, we investigated the
possible relationship between miRNAs and box C/D
snoRNAs by analysing the flanking sequences of
miRNA precursors for evidence of previously unnoticed
snoRNA-related features. To define the exact features that
characterize M-box generating snoRNAs, we initially con-
sidered a region comprising 120 bases upstream and 120
bases downstream of known mature miRNAs found in
introns to identify the possible positions of characteristic
box C/D snoRNA elements in flanking sequences sur-
rounding these miRNAs. This includes the presence of
boxes C, D, D0 as well as regions of complementarity to
rRNA. More precisely, we searched for the presence of
sequences resembling box C (canonical motif: UGAUG
A), box D (canonical motif: CUGA) and box D0 (canon-
ical motif: CUGA). If the box D0 was absent, we searched
for an eleven base region of complementarity to rRNA
adjacent and immediately upstream of box D. If a box
D0 was present, this region of complementarity to rRNA
was searched for adjacent and immediately upstream of
box D0 but was not required adjacent to box D. Thus, to
identify box C/D snoRNA-like regions, we required the
presence of boxes C and D as well as a region of comple-
mentarity to rRNA. The presence of a box D0 was
optional (but scored more highly, see below).
The different features were assigned scores representing

the number of matches to the respective canonical motif.
The minimum score required for each region was:

Box C: scoreC �5 bases,
Box D: scoreD �3 bases,
Box D0 and adjacent rRNA complementarity region:
scoreD’comp �12 bases,
Box D and adjacent rRNA complementarity region:
scoreDcomp �12 bases.

Nucleic Acids Research, 2011, Vol. 39, No. 9 3881
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Two types of hits were defined to reflect the diversity
that exists among snoRNA molecules:

. Type I hits that comprise a box C and a box D with
adjacent rRNA complementarity region but no box
D0, such that scoreC+scoreDcomp� 18 bases.

. Type II hits that comprise boxes C, D and a box D0

with adjacent rRNA complementarity region such that
scoreC+scoreD+scoreD0comp � 21 bases.

The rRNA regions considered for complementarity
were the following:

. between positions 1200 and 1900 of the 28S rRNA,

. between positions 2250 and 2950 of the 28S rRNA,

. between positions 3550 and 5035 of the 28S rRNA,

. all of the 18 S and 5.8 S rRNA.

These regions were chosen because they contain the
highest number of known 20-O-ribose methylation sites
in rRNA molecules. It has been suggested that it is the
number and general distribution of methylation sites in
rRNA rather than the exact position that has remained
constant throughout evolution (32).
The scores for the different box C/D features and

combinations thereof were deliberately chosen to allow
deviation from the canonical sequences to ensure the
detection of molecules that are evolving from functional
snoRNAs to functional miRNAs and might not dis-
play exact matches to classical box C/D snoRNA
elements.

Genetic algorithm

We used a genetic algorithm (33) to learn the positions
of the different characteristic box C/D snoRNA
features, both with respect to each other and to the
mature miRNA. Ten parameters were considered and
optimized to define snoRNA-like miRNA precursor
features:

. The range of acceptable positions for the 50-end of
the box C, with respect to the position of the
miRNA (represented by parameters a1 and a2).
Together, they define the region in which the box C
can be located.

. The range of acceptable positions for the 50-end of box
D, with respect to the position of the miRNA (repre-
sented by parameters b1 and b2).

. The range of acceptable positions for the 50-end of box
D0, with respect to the position of the miRNA (repre-
sented by parameters c1 and c2).

. The minimum and maximum distance (x) between the
50-end of box C and the 30-end of box D.

. The minimum distance between the 30 end of the
box C and the 50-end of the box D0 region (referred
to as y).

. The minimum value between the 30-end of the box D0

and the 50-end of the box D region (refered to as z).

The parameters are illustrated in Figure 5.
Human miRNAs from miRBase version 13 (34) were

filtered to identify those found in introns according to

genomic positions downloaded from the UCSC Genome
Browser (30), using the March 2006 assembly of the
human genome. In total, 333 miRNAs were considered
by the genetic algorithm and scanned for the presence
of snoRNA features using the 10 parameters defined
above.

Multiple starting populations for the genetic algorithm
were investigated and were generated by considering
known examples of snoRNAs that contain smaller RNA
fragments identified experimentally. These include
HBII-180A, B, C and HBII-239 as described in the
results section, as well as U95, U83, HBII-251, HBII-99
and HBII-202, as described in ref. (35). Each individual is
defined by the values of the 10 parameters described
above. The fitness of an individual was estimated by
calculating a P-value for the proportion of intronic
miRNAs identified as having snoRNA-like features
using the individual’s parameter values. More precisely,
for a given individual, all 333 human intronic miRNAs
were scanned for the presence of snoRNA features using
the individual’s parameter values. The number (N) of such
predicted box C/D snoRNA-like miRNA precursors was
counted. The P-value was calculated by determining the
proportion of randomly chosen groups of 333 intronic
regions (chosen at random from all human intronic se-
quences) that contain at least N hits as predicted using
the individual’s parameter values.

To explore the parameter space, the starting popula-
tions were allowed to evolve and create new members of
the population by crossover and mutation, as well as elim-
ination of the least fit individuals. This was carried out
over tens of generations. Crossover was implemented by
randomly choosing two of the fittest individuals from the
current generation and randomly assigning the value from
one of the parents for each of the 10 parameters. Mutation
was implemented by duplicating an individual from the
current generation and allowing the value of up to three
of its parameters chosen randomly to increase or decrease
by an amount inversely proportional to the generation
number. The fittest individuals as well as the new individ-
uals generated by crossover and mutation formed the next
generation.

Many of the initial populations converged onto a few
individuals whose parameter values were very similar. One
such individual with very high fitness was chosen to define
the values of snoRNA-like miRNA precursor features. Its
values are shown in Figure 5.

Of the 333 human miRNA precursors considered, 84
obtained at least one hit regardless of the type. In other
words, 84 of the 333 miRNAs considered were predicted
to be surrounded by snoRNA-like features. Eighteen
thousand three hundred seventy-seven groups of 333
randomly chosen human intronic sequences were also
scanned. Sixty-three of these groups contained at least
84 sequences that obtained at least one hit and thus a
P-value of 0.003 was calculated.

Furthermore, if the presence of a box D0 is required and
only type II hits are considered (see definition above), 74
of the 333 human intronic miRNA precursors obtained at
least one hit, with a P-value of 0.0007.
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Sequences and visualization

All sequences and alignments were retrieved from the
UCSC Genome Browser using the March 2006 assembly
of the human genome (30,36).

Secondary structure

All RNA secondary structures were predicted by
RNAstructure 4.6 (37) and annotated using RnaViz
2.0 (38).

RESULTS

HBII-180 snoRNAs are processed into smaller fragments

The HBII-180 family of box C/D snoRNAs comprises
three members encoded in the introns of the C19orf48
gene (22). All members of this family have well-conserved
boxes C and D as well as an identical guide sequence com-
plementary to positions 3677–3686 in the 28 S human
rRNA, which contains a known 20-O-methylation site
(Figure 1). The HBII-180 molecules also have an M-box
region, which is not conserved between the separate
HBII-180 snoRNAs but is complementary to endogenous
protein coding transcripts as previously described (22). We
showed that the M-box region of snoRNA HBII-180C is
capable of suppressing target gene mRNA and protein
levels based on complementary base pairing interactions
(22). Because the size of the HBII-180M-boxes and their
function are reminiscent of miRNAs, we tested whether
RNA fragments corresponding to excised HBII-180
snoRNA M-box sequences could be detected in HeLa
cells (Figure 2). First, an RNase protection assay using a
HBII-180C snoRNA probe and total HeLa cell RNA
revealed endogenous snoRNA fragments of �20 nt in
length (Figure 2a). Second, a plasmid vector containing
a minigene with the HBII-180C snoRNA was transiently
transfected into HeLa cells (Figure 2b). A short snoRNA
fragment under 20 nt was detected using a probe to the
HBII-180C M-box region, but not with a probe to the
30-end of the snoRNA, even after long exposure
(Figure 2c). Similar results were found for HBII-180A
and B (data not shown). These data suggested that
M-box fragments are not non-specific degradation
products, even though the levels of M-box fragments are
lower than snoRNA levels, as judged by comparing ex-
pression levels between precursors and mature miRNAs
(Figures 2 and 8). Endogenous forms of both full-length
HBII-180 snoRNAs and M-box snoRNA fragments were
also detected in extracts from untransfected HeLa cells
(Figure 3). Interestingly, the snoRNA fragments derived
from transiently expressed HBII-180C was specifically
located in the nucleus and not detected in the cytoplasm
(Figure 2b).

Analysis of fractionated cell extracts confirmed that the
full-length HBII-180C snoRNA was concentrated in the
nucleolus, while the M-box snoRNA fragment was
detected in both the nucleoplasmic and nucleolar frac-
tions, but not in the cytoplasm (Figure 4a). This is con-
sistent with the localization observed upon transient

expression of HBII-180 minigenes. Parallel analysis
showed that mature tRNA accumulates specifically in
the cytoplasm, providing a positive control for cell frac-
tionation (Figure 4b). These data suggest that HBII-180
snoRNAs can give rise to a population of �20 nt RNA
fragments that include sequences complementary to
mRNA. These M-box fragments accumulate in the
nucleus but not in the cytoplasm.

Box C/D snoRNA-related precursors to known miRNAs

The observation that HBII-180 snoRNAs produce M-box
fragments led us to investigate whether the structural re-
lationship between box C/D snoRNAs and miRNA pre-
cursors is widespread. A comparison of published box C/
D snoRNA and miRNA sequences in public databases
reveals that the previously described miRNAs
miR-768-3p and miR-768-5p (39), both are located
within the sequence of the snoRNA HBII-239
(Figure 6). These miRNA entries were deleted from
miRBase in 2008, because of their overlap with
HBII-239 (31). However, we found that HBII-239
produces an �30 base-long RNA fragment which
includes the previously reported miR768-3p sequence
(Figure 8). The precursor for miR-768-3p and -5p corres-
ponds to a putative box C/D snoRNA, whose existence
was predicted by homology to the experimentally
identified mouse snoRNA MBII-239 (40). This human
HBII-239 snoRNA has not, however, been previously
detected or characterized in human cells. Therefore, we
analysed HeLa cell RNA and identified that HBII-239 is
indeed expressed as a fibrillarin-associated snoRNA
(Figure 7).
To investigate the putative snoRNA–miRNA relation-

ship further we employed an in silico approach. If certain
miRNAs evolved through selection for the production of
RNA fragments derived from snoRNA M-box sequences
that can affect the expression of complementary mRNA
targets, we reasoned that analysis of the flanking se-
quences of miRNA precursors may reveal evidence for
previously unnoticed box C/D snoRNA-related features.
Such snoRNA features are likely to be degenerate,
however, assuming that dedicated miRNA precursors no
longer need to function also as snoRNAs. Because most
box C/D snoRNAs are encoded within introns, we
examined the sequences flanking miRNAs found in
introns, using a genetic algorithm (33) designed to be
learn characteristic features of box C/D snoRNAs,
including the position of C, D or D0 boxes with respect
to the mature miRNA and a guide sequence complemen-
tary to rRNA (described in ‘Materials and Methods’
section). Because we predict that these molecules might
be evolving from functional snoRNAs to functional
miRNAs, we allowed a degree of deviation from the ca-
nonical box C/D features as described in the ‘Materials
and Methods’ section. Using the parameters learnt by our
algorithm (Figure 5), 84 human intronic miRNAs were
detected showing features of box C/D snoRNAs in their
flanking regions including 74 miRNA precursors display-
ing boxes C, D0, D and a region of complementarity
to rRNA (type II hits, see Table 1 and Supplementary
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Table S1). When compared with randomly chosen intronic
sequences, a P-value of 0.003 was calculated. This includes
RNAs with complementary sequences to 5.8 S, 18 S or 28 S
rRNA, combined with matches to the conserved snoRNA
box C and D motifs.
A recent report identified 11 box C/D snoRNAs that

are processed into miRNA-like fragments with gene-
silencing capabilities (21). To test our genetic algo-
rithm, we investigated whether these 11 box C/D
snoRNAs are predicted as miRNA-like hits given

the position of their derived small fragments. Nine of
these 11 sno-miRNAs (21) (snR39B, HBII-336,
HBII-142, U27, HBII-429, U83A, U15A, U74, U78)
were predicted as hits by our genetic algorithm. The
remaining two sno-miRNAs, U3 and U3-4, are much
larger than most typical box C/D snoRNAs and thus
do not fit the constraint we imposed in our initial
hypothesis of the snoRNA precursor being at most only
120 nt longer than the 50-end of the derived small
fragment.

Figure 2. Generation of M-box RNA Fragments from HBII-180 snoRNAs. (a) Detection of endogenous HBII-180C M-box fragment by RNase A/
T1 protection assay. As a control, the diluted anti-sense probe against HBII-180C was loaded without RNase digestion (Probe lane). The probes
were incubated with different amounts of HeLa cell total RNA (0, 1, 5, 10 mg for each, lanes 2–5). Both the mature HBII-180C snoRNA (arrow) and
shorter fragments (arrow heads) were protected from RNase A/T1 digestion. (b) Detection of exogenously expressed HBII-180C M-box fragment by
northern blotting. The same amount of HeLa cell cytoplasmic RNA (lanes 2 and 5), total RNA (lanes 1 and 4) and nuclear RNA (lanes 3 and 6)
were compared with either a transiently transfected HBII-180C expression mini-gene or empty vector (lanes 1–3: Vector, lanes 4–6: HBII-180C).
(c) Detection of endogenous HBII-180C M-box fragment by high sensitivity northern blotting. Fractionated HeLa cell nucleolar RNA was blotted
on a nylon membrane and HBII-180C M-box fragment detected by hybridization with a radio-labelled RNA oligonucleotide probe (lane 1). The
same filter was re-probed using a probe to the 30 region (box D probe) of snoRNA HBII-180C. The result showed that 30 region probe detected
HBII-180C snoRNA (lane 2) but not any M-box fragment bands even after long exposure time (lane 3).
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To test our algorithm further, we investigated two dif-
ferent control data sets. All known box C/D snoRNAs
were used as a positive control, regardless of whether
they have been found to generate smaller fragments or
not. And as a negative control, we scanned all known
box H/ACA snoRNAs, which as described in the
‘Introduction’ section, are intronic elements that are func-
tionally related to box C/D snoRNAs but do not display
the same characteristic features. Of the 253 box C/D
snoRNAs tested, 233 (92%) were identified as hits by
our genetic algorithm. In contrast, only 22 of the 94 box
H/ACA snoRNAs were identified as box C/D snoRNA-
like by our genetic algorithm suggesting a false positive
rate of 23%. All snoRNA sequences were downloaded
from snoRNAbase (17).

As described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section, to
perform our search systematically, regions of 120 nt
flanking the mature miRNA sequences upstream and
downstream were scanned. While the positional param-
eters of our genetic algorithm guarantee that the mature
miRNA is included within the predicted snoRNA
(Figure 5), the position of the miRNA hairpin was not
considered when creating the genetic algorithm. And
while it is possible that snoRNAs are processed to
generate miRNA harpins which are further processed to
yield the mature miRNAs, the simplest processing mech-
anism would be that the molecule corresponding to the
snoRNA is directly processed to generate the mature
miRNA (and thus the predicted snoRNA would corres-
pond to the pre-miRNA). A comparison between the pos-
itions of the predicted box C/D snoRNA features and the
miRNA hairpins predicted by miRBase, as available from
the UCSC Genome Browser miRNA track (30,31), shows
that 20 of the 84 predicted snoRNA-like miRNA precur-
sors have all their predicted characteristic box C/D

snoRNA features (boxes C, D0, D and region of comple-
mentarity to rRNA) entirely contained within the pre-
dicted miRNA hairpin. We note that the hairpin
sequences available from miRBase (31) are computation-
ally predicted and often do not match up exactly with
miRNA precursors detected experimentally, such as
those reported in ref. (41). In addition, the miRNA
hairpins are likely to be predicted to end where the com-
plementarity decreases, which would exclude the region
corresponding to the bulge containing the boxes C and
D at the base of the predicted snoRNA. Indeed, if
extended by only 10 nt, 31 of the 84 predicted
snoRNA-like miRNA hairpins predicted by miRBase
contain all the characteristic snoRNA features considered
(boxes C, D0, D and the region of complementarity to
rRNA). Supplementary Table S1 indicates whether the
characteristic box C/D snoRNA features are contained
within the predicted miRNA hairpin which could be
useful to prioritize the experimental characterization of
these molecules.

Structures of the predicted snoRNA-like miRNA
molecules

Box C/D snoRNAs have distinct and well-characterized
features. Their main sequence elements consist of
conserved boxes C (UGAUGA) and D (CUGA), which
form a kink-turn in the folded molecule (14). They often
contain a second box C/D pair referred to as the boxes C0

and D0. Regions of complementarity to rRNA, which
guide 20-O-ribose methylation, are found immediately
upstream of boxes D0 (12–14,17). To investigate whether
the predicted snoRNA-like miRNA precursors display
typical box C/D snoRNA elements of secondary structure,
all predicted snoRNA sequences were folded using
RNAstructure and five examples were tested further for

Figure 3. Detection of endogenous M-box RNA fragments of HBII-180 snoRNAs. Equivalent amounts of total HeLa cell RNA were analysed using
oligonucleotide probes specific for the respective M-box regions (lanes 1–3).
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the ability to bind specifically to fibrillarin (Figures 6
and 7).

Predicted box C/D snoRNA-like miRNA precursors that
bind fibrillarin

We investigated whether the predicted box C/D
snoRNA-like miRNA precursors have retained some
functional snoRNA characteristics by experimentally
testing if they bind specifically to fibrillarin, a core com-
ponent of box C/D snoRNPs. Fibrillarin functions as the
20-O-ribose methylase and binds the box C and D motif
(12–14,17). Five of the 84 snoRNA-like miRNAs,
mir-16-1, mir-31, mir-27b, let-7g and mir-28 were
selected for this analysis because they are mostly
well-characterized regulatory RNAs (41–45) that are all
expressed in HeLa cells. Nuclei from HeLa cells expressing
either YFP-fibrillarin, or GFP, as a control, were purified
and immunoprecipitated using an antibody against the
fluorescent proteins (see ‘Materials and Methods’
section). The RNA was isolated from these samples and
analysed by qRT-PCR (see ‘Materials and Methods’
section). As shown in Figure 7a and b, in addition to
U3 (a well-characterized box C/D snoRNA), all five
snoRNA-like miRNA precursors tested (i.e. the
extended regions of let-7g, mir-16-1, mir-31, mir-27b and
mir-28 as described in Figure 7c) as well as HBII-239,
co-purify specifically with fibrillarin. In contrast, the pre-
cursor of the box H/ACA snoRNA E2 is not pulled down
by fibrillarin. Other abundant nuclear RNAs, including
GAPDH pre-mRNA, U1 snRNA and 5 S rRNA were
used as negative controls and are not immunoprecipitated
by fibrillarin. These fibrillarin binding experiments
strongly support the in silico prediction that a subset of
miRNA precursors are related to box C/D snoRNAs.

Predicted box C/D snoRNA-like miRNA precursors
localized in the nucleolus

The subcellular localization of five of the fibrillarin-bound
snoRNA-like miRNA precursors, along with the smaller

Figure 4. Detailed analysis of HBII-180C M-box fragments.
(a) Equivalent amounts of total HeLa cell RNA (i), cytoplasmic
RNA (ii), nucleoplasmic RNA (iii) and nucleolar RNA (iv)
were separated by PAGE and transferred to a membrane using
chemical cross-linking to facilitate high-sensitivity RNA detection as
described. HBII-180C M-box RNA fragment sequences were de-
tected using radiolabelled RNA oligonucleotide probes. The relative
signal levels that were calculated by imaging software (ImageGauge
v4.21, FUJI Photo Film co. Ltd.) are indicated graphically
below each blot. The signal-back ground ratio between each frac-
tion was normalized to set the highest signal at 100%. (b) The tRNA
sequences were detected using radiolabelled RNA oligonucleotide
probes as in (a).

Figure 5. Positional characterization of the snoRNA–miRNA molecules. Ten positional parameters (a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, xmin, xmax, y and z) were
chosen to describe the position of snoRNA features with respect to the position of the mature miRNA. The values learnt by the genetic algorithm are
indicated.
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fragments derived from them, was further investigated by
cell fractionation and northern blot analysis (Figure 8a
and b, Supplementary Figure S1). As shown in
Figure 8a, bands of the predicted size or larger for box
C/D snoRNA full-length molecules encoding mir-16-1,

mir-31 and mir-27b are detected in the nucleolus (bands
labelled with ‘a’). Similar results were also shown for both
mir-28 and let-7g (Supplementary Figure S1). In contrast,
miRNA hairpin sized bands are detected in the
nucleoplasmic fraction (bands labelled with ‘b’). Bands
corresponding in size to the mir-16-1, mir-31 and
mir-27b mature forms are also detected in all three frac-
tions and mainly found in the nucleoplasmic and cytoplas-
mic fractions (bands labelled with ‘c’). A band slightly
larger than the mir-768 mature form was also detected,
localized mainly in the nucleolus. These fractionation ex-
periments support the in silico predictions and fibrillarin
pull-down experiments and support the view that the
hsa-mir-768 (HBII-239), hsa-mir-16-1, hsa-mir-27b,
hsa-mir-28, hsa-let-7g and hsa-mir-31 precursors differ
from classical miRNA precursors and are consistent
with a snoRNA origin.

DISCUSSION

The combined computational and biochemical data pre-
sented here shows that certain mammalian miRNA pre-
cursors are closely related to box C/D snoRNAs. A subset
of miRNA precursors and box C/D snoRNAs have
similarities in their primary structure including the
presence of characteristic box C/D snoRNA features (as
detected by our genetic algorithm) as well as in their sec-
ondary structures (Figures 1 and 6). In addition, all six
box C/D snoRNA-like miRNA precursors tested, bind
specifically to fibrillarin (Figure 7) and display a predom-
inant subcellular localization pattern similar to snoRNPs,
consistent with a snoRNA origin (Figure 8). These obser-
vations provide additional complementary evidence of the
extensive relationship between snoRNA and miRNA pre-
cursors, which has been uncovered recently. Indeed, we
have also identified known miRNAs encoded within box
H/ACA snoRNA-like molecules (10). While we have
described here and previously (10) known miRNA precur-
sors with snoRNA-like features, others have investigated
known snoRNAs that are further processed into
miRNA-like fragments (7,11,21,35), demonstrating the
widespread nature of this relationship.
Several aspects of the possible snoRNA–miRNA rela-

tionship have now been explored independently, either
directly, or indirectly, by different groups. The length of
the most abundant form of the mature miRNAs encoded
in snoRNA-like precursors as predicted by our genetic
algorithm varies between 19 and 27 nt although most (75
out of 84) are between 21 and 23 nt in length. While many
small box C/D snoRNA-derived fragments were previ-
ously found to be between 17 and 19 nt in length, a sub-
stantial number are of typical miRNA size (20–24 nt) or
even larger (30–31 nt) (11). Thus the miRNA precursors
with box C/D snoRNA features described here resemble
a subpopulation of previously described small-RNA
generating box C/D snoRNAs. Recently, 11 box C/D
snoRNAs were shown to display gene silencing activity
and generate smaller fragments (21) with a similar length
distribution as the box C/D snoRNA-like miRNAs
reported here.

Figure 6. Secondary-structure prediction of the HBII-239 box C/D
snoRNA which contains the reported miR-768 miRNAs and predicted
box C/D snoRNAs encoding known miRNAs. Mature miRNAs are
drawn in blue and green. C and D boxes are shown, respectively, in
orange and cyan while guide regions are shown in pink. Extra box D
motifs not detected by our algorithm are shown in grey.
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The localization of the mature miRNAs derived from
snoRNA-like precursors also agrees with recent reports
characterizing miRNAs. Contrary to the miRNA biogen-
esis pathway originally described, many mature miRNAs
have now been experimentally shown to be present in the
nucleus in levels at least as high as in the cytoplasm (46)
and several nucleolar mature miRNAs have been
described (20). Furthermore, box C/D snoRNA-derived
small RNAs have also recently been shown to localize
predominantly in the nucleus (47). Additional research
will be important to determine whether the function
and/or biogenesis pathway including their maturation of
nucleolar, nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic miRNAs and
snoRNA-like miRNA precursors differ and thus perhaps
to subclassify miRNAs based on these properties. For
example, they could either be added to miRBase (34) or
put in a separate database describing the wealth of new
miRNA-like molecules that have been identified recently.
We note that mir-768, mir-1259 and mir-1201 were

removed from miRBase (34) specifically because they
overlap with a conserved snoRNA. The data from this
study and other recent work highlight the possibility
that miRNAs could be generated from snoRNAs. This
questions the wisdom of removing such molecules from
miRNA repositories. While the snoRNA-like miRNAs
do not display all features of prototypical miRNAs (41),
this may reflect the fact that additional non-canonical
pathways for miRNA biogenesis exist (6).

Mammalian snoRNAs have recently been described as
mobile genetic elements (18). The duplication of C/D
snoRNA genes would allow retention of the rRNA 20-O-
methylation activity, while the duplicated copy may grad-
ually evolve into a dedicated small regulatory RNA,
providing an ongoing source of newly evolving small regu-
latory RNA molecules. A role for snoRNAs as evolution-
ary precursors of small regulatory RNAs is consistent with
the known prevalence of large families of abundant
snoRNAs in all known eukaryotic cells, including

Figure 7. Co-immunoprecipitation of miRNA precursors with fibrillarin. (a) Western blot confirming specificity of the immunoprecipitation using an
anti-GFP antibody. Nuclear extracts were prepared from HeLa cells stably expressing either free GFP or YFP-Fibrillarin (YFP-Fib) and
immunoprecipitated using an anti-GFP antibody as previously described (22,27). The same membrane was reprobed with an antibody against
lamin as a loading control. (b) RT–PCR used to detect co-precipitated HBII-239, hsa-mir-let-7g, hsa-mir-16-1, hsa-mir-27b, has-mir-28 and
has-mir-31 miRNA precursors, with U3 box C/D snoRNA as positive control and, U1 snRNA, 5 S rRNA, GAPDH pre-mRNA and E2 box
H/ACA snoRNA as negative controls for fibrillarin-associated RNAs. (c) Position of the primers used to detect the specified miRNA extended
regions is shown by arrows.
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species such as budding yeast that apparently do not
possess miRNAs. The evidence provided here and else-
where supports the hypothesis that snoRNAs and/or
their copies can serve as sources of precursors of
miRNAs and thus are not only involved in the chemical
modification of rRNAs and other nuclear RNAs, targeted
through complementary base pairing, but possibly also in

the regulation of gene expression, again targeted through
complementary base pairing.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.

Figure 8. Subcellular localization of box C/D snoRNA-like miRNA precursors. (a) Northern blots of HeLa cell extracts fractionated into cyto-
plasmic, nucleoplasmic and nucleolar fractions were probed for the presence of HBII-239, mir-16-1, mir-27b and mir-31 encoding molecules. In all
panels, bands labelled with ‘a’ represent the expected size of the predicted snoRNAs, those labelled with ‘b’ represent the expected size for the
miRNA hairpins and ‘c’ represents the expected size of the mature miRNA. (b) The fractionation was further controlled using U3 snoRNA, U2
snRNA and 18S rRNA. Blots show the results of two independent fractionations.
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